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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM, METHODS USED TO SOLVE IT, AND 
RELATED LITERATURE 
Statement of the Problem 
The Problem.-- The purpose of this study is to find out how children 
of junior high school age in the towns of Richmond and Hopkinton, Rhode 
Island spend their leisure time. The following questions raised about 
children in these towns doubtless:cy can be raised about the youth in any i 
rural community; What activities are most popular among the youth in the I 
I 
community? What sort of books are they reading? What part is the radio 'I 
playing in the life of the young people? In an area where motion pictures 
are not easi:cy accessible, what are the most popular types of presenta-
tions? Which of the school subjects appeal to the students of a small 
junior high school with an enrollment of a hundred or less? Ho1v do these 
people spend their free time when alone and when with other people? V~t 
are the activities which children feel they miss as a result of living 
outside the urban area? 
II 
'I 
!I The distribution of population in the two towns has been such that 
I 
e junior high schools have been organized, none of which has a junior 1 
school population of more than eighty-five. Because the three 
the schools are located in an eleven mile j'l 
/ I 
ctor of the community, and are the only junior high schools in the towns r 
" ................ have a total population of 4859 people (1940 census), the statistics 1' 
be treated as a whole. 
6. 
..... , 
I The study should reveal where the main interests of the children lie .' 
jThe average youth spends a total of thirty hours a week in school. It 
II will be of interest to learn what he does with the remaining one hundred 
1: and thirty-eight hours. No effort will be made to account for the time 
I le 
!spent in what are considered 'necessary activities'; sleeping, eating, 
I 
!personal care, home duties, homework, time in school, paid employment, 
II and transportation to work or school. 
11 At present the town presents a leisure-time problem. Connnunity 
11 attempts to solve this problem have been made to some extent, although 
jthe success of these individual attempts has been by no means the result I 
/of community effort. Scouting, and the 4-H Clubs, a progra.'ll organized by I 
!the Extension Servi.ce of the United States Department of Agriculture, de- )1 
i signed to emphasize the aspects of rural life in an interesting way, en-
~~ joy varying degrees of success through the years, but in no wa;y reach the 
~l majority of the youth. 
II There are no service clubs in the area. The one motion picture II 
li theatre, which is centrally located, opens its doors only on the weekend 
nights, and naturally shows those features which will attract the largest 11 
lj 
!number of patrons, though there is no attempt on the part of this author II I . . 
to disparage the efforts of the manager of the theatre. ~~ 
Athletically speaking, little is offered to the youth, although 
ilthere is considerable interest in baseball for t.he grown-ups. PotentiaJ.:cy"ll 
)1 . Marion Flad, 
11leisure Time Activities of Four Hundred Persons, n 
1 Sociology and Social Research, Jan.-Feb., 19 34 
II 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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8. I I 
I 
, this presents the young people with an interest in spectator participa-
tion in organized baseball and participation in the sandlot variety of 
the sport. An effort has been made by the junior high schools, in coop-
eration with the town of Charlestown, to organize a league for the junior 
I 
J1 high school boys, but the transportation problems involved, in addition 
)to the school bus situation, limit the active and spectator participation 
;\ to the very few. 
All three schools have situations which are unique as compared with 
what would be considered the norm. In the town of Richmond there is a 
nine year consolidated school. The pupils in the junior high school are 
\1 set apart from the rest of the school grades only in that three rooms are 
1
\ 
1
\ reserved for departmentalization. Three teachers serve to teach all \ 
I 
junior high school subjects, with the aid of the superintendent. 
The Hope Valley Junior High School is a departmentalized school with 
!four teachers offering the curriculum. The pupil population this year is 
sixty-two, and no drastic increase in enrollment is anticipated. At this 
!school there is a sixth grade placed in the building because of the seat- \ 
ing problem in the elementary school. The sixth grade is not departmen- \ 
I! 
and is considered to be independent of the junior high school 
II 
II 
II 
This junior high school is located in, and 
........ ~_._.=,..._ore serves, the northern end of the town of Hopkinton. 
The remaining seventy-nine students in the town of Hopkinton attend 
Ashaway school, located in the southern end of the town. This is a 
school, w:i. th the three upper grades departmentalized. The 
I 
I 
I' 
II 
__Jl! ~====~~~=-----------~~========~~========================================~JfC========== 
9· / I 
I Table 1. Distribution of Students in the Junior High Schools of the 
Towns of Richmond and Hopkinton. I 
I I 
,·==========~======~~~==~~~~~==~~==== ! Number of Number Number 
' 
1 Town Students of Boys of Girls 
1 Richmond 71 32 39 
143 65 78 
b). 30 33 
Bo 35 45 
214 97 117 
schools were so organized because of the space differences bebveen the 
population centers. 
~~,,.--
,1 
I 
l 
! 
I 
! 
i 
~--· ---.---- --. 
j • \. 
1 Hop- , Ricli-
j kin- ) mo1 
! ton \ , I 
J 
I 
v 
/ ~~ Figure 1 . Relative location of 
the Towns of Hopkinton and Rich-
mond in Rhode Island. 
lo. JI 
I 
I 
II 
=1 
None of the schools has a gymnasium, ani the peysical education pro- \1 
gram is planned accordingly. In pleasant weather all peysical education ;
1
1 
/ is held outside, which may have a bearing on the outside interests of the , 
I 
youth. All the schools have almost unlimited areas for play and each 
school has personnel interested in intramural sports. 
No serious juvenile court problems exist in either of the towns. No 
attempt is made to anticipate any such problem. On a broad approach to 
the problem of leisure, there is only an attempt to learn what the young 
people do, what they would like to do, and what their opinions may be on 
leisure. It is hoped that the results of this survey will be publicized, 
to the end. that a well planned activity program may be organized for a 
more efficient and better supervised program of leisure time offerings. 
This is the first study of its kind in the area. 
The Methods Employed in this Study 
Development of the Study.- The permanent record cards of the two 
towns covered by this stu~ contain no information regarding the outside 
of II 
and in-condi- ~1 
activities and interests of the young people. The superintendents 
the two towns felt that a knowledge of the leisure time activities 
terests of the youth would serve to give an insight to some of the 
tions leading to school problems and show where the interests of tbe IJ 
children lie. Such infonnation could well be used in enriching the curril 
culum and establishing closer ties be~veen school and other parts of the I 
day. 
'I ,, 
~-~. I I =-~]=J=. =FJI======== 
r 1. 
1
1 
I 
1 In early April of 1949 letters were sent to the superintendents of I 
lthe two school systems of Hopkinton and Richmond. These two systems were 
i 
!selected because of the coliDII.unity centralization, the fact that the 
schools were the only ones of junior high school type (departmentalized 
I 
igrades seven to nine) in southern Rhode Island, and the concentration of 
I --~ the people in the two towns. _ " ...... ~., ..... ~.,, .. --···~·-· .. .._ .• ~-" .... ~~---,,..------·-~ 
~J'/;</Jf!~/~4-_.~....,.'VI! ..... '<R I \ 1/ I 
/ llbpe Valley School- Ql / , 
1 
) 
t . ~ ' I· . 
1 ./ 1u.chmond School 
i. / ' w I //,. ' .... ~-
1.: , ' 
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/ 
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/ 
f 
/' 
/ , 
I 
J 
J 
I' 
II 
II 
l 
I I \ ~ 
J 
A O Afjhaway School 
I 
·-~, ) 
-"'--·-f!'igure 2. 
the towns 
I 
Location of schools in II 
of Hopkinton and Richmond II 
I 
I 
f 
I 
I 
Appendix, p.l 
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12. 
. Telephone and personal conversations with the two superintendents 
~~ established a world.ng schedule for administra"tion of a prel.:i.mUlary form1 " 
I. as soon as possible. The topics to be investigated were discussed tho-
!: roughly and reviewed by the superintendents and the principals. As soon 
II as it appeared that no further suggestions for improvement were to be 
made, the preliminary fonns were mimeographed and prepared for distribu- I 
tion. The wordin~ in the instructions was carefully considered, and prior 
to distribution to the students of the junior high school level, the pre-
liminary inquiry form was distributed to the pupils of grade six, and 
thoroughly discussed with them. This was done with the attitude 
II 
that I 
an undeJI complete understanding by pupils of the sixth grade would assume 
standing by pupils of junior high school grades. 
Due to the close contacts and interest of the principals and the 
superintendents, none but a letter of request for consideration of the 
I values of the study in the two towns was sent out. The remainder of 
the preliminary arrangements were carried out through telephone conversa-
tions and personal contacts. Both the preliminary and the final inquir,y 
form2•were administered in the four week period starting April 1.5~ 1949. 
and principals discussed with the author the procedures 
used in the administration of the preliminary inquiry form, which 
I 
I! 
jl 
I 
It 
administered by the home room teachers. Self-explanatory, and asking 
1 
answers, the preliminary form presented no problems of adminis-11 
Appendix, P• 2 
Ibid, P• 4 
13. r 
The replies from the preliminary form were tabulated exactly as they 1\ 
appeared on the form and from the tabulations a check list was built. 
An effort was made to weed out such activities as might be considered 
necessary activities, and after approval of the method and content of the 
form by the advisor and superintendents concerned, preparations were 
I' made for the second stage of the study. 
i 
In the hope that a single administration would get more uniform re-
lsults from the check list, the author visited the schools himself to dis-
tribute and proctor the completion of the lists. 
After the form had been distributed the author read with the stu.-
dents the instructions at the top of page one, explaining that the facts 
regarding each individual's leisure time were of more importance than 
their opinions on this page and that opportunity for the expression of 
11 their opinions would be afforded in a later stage of the form. The 
\students were instructed to place their pencils on the desk as soon as 
!they had finished the page. Yf.hen every student had completed the first 
I 
1\page, the instructions for page two were read and questions that arose 
were answered before the students filled in the sheet. This procedure 
followed for each page. Although the instructions were carefully 
and assumed to be self explanatory, it was felt that the expendi-
in following this procedure would be justified in increased 
• 
·.·1 
II 
--___ _____u__ .--=== 
Review of Related Research and Literature 
1. 
Mary-land study.-- Bell in his study of five thousand Maryland youth, 
j ages sixteen to twenty-four~ stated that the National Crime Bill in 1938 
lwas estimated at from four to sixteen billions of dollars, and expressed 
I 
the opinion that well organized recreational facilities could reduce 
1
1 
this figure. He found that no one leisure time activity carried through-
\! out the year, listing skating in Jamary, and swimning in June as examples:. 
li 
11His study showed that individual sports were the most popular activities 
I 
\ among the maJ.e youth of the group, ld th reading ranking second. Among 
I 
I the female youth of that age group~ reading ranked first and individual. 
I sports ranked fifth, with dates~ dancing, haniicraft hobbies and movies 
II falling in between in that order. Among the boys, team games ranked 
" third~ loafing ranked fourth, dates and dancing fifth, and movies sixth. 
li slightly more than one-haJ.f of the youth interviewed owned library cards~ ' 
I! but less than one-eighth had library books out on loan when interviewed. 
lsixty-nine percent of the youth asked for more recreational opportuni-
1 
!ties, mentioning such items as parks, playgrounds, community centers, 
I 
!swimming pools, movies, dance halls and connnunity dancing, athletic clubs II 
' il !land more supervised coDDUunity activities. Forty-six percent o£ the youth jj 
l/i'elt that the coJll.lllUility could do more than was being done to provide for 
!their recreation. 
I 
Howard Bell, Youth Tells Their Story, American Council on Education~ 
Washington, D.C. l938. 
----,,-----== ==='--=='='========= 
15. 
Providence study.-- The study by Buonanno1 • of some junior high , 
1
school pupils in grades seven to nine in Providence, Rhode Island reported! 
r that OUtdOOr activity Constituted the major parts Of youth's leisure time I 
in the section of Providence which was covered by his report. Most of 
the youth reporting stated that they spent two to three hours out of 
doors. Eighty-five percent of the youth surveyed held library cards, 
though less than one-third of those answering his inquiry form reported 
that they had books on loan at the time of the survey. He stated that 
while numerous opportunities for supervised recreation are available to 
the youth of that section, few of them take any advantage of the oppor-
· tunities. Most youth apparently turn to the radio for entertaimnent~ and 
though few do turn to community centers for recreation, the majority re-
poolrooms and barrooms as harmful influences on the communities. 
This survey was made in 1945, at the height of the war effort, and a 
large number of the youth reported that they held spare time jobs. 
Berkshire County, Massachusetts.-- In her study of children in tre 
llaJILOlJtg the boys~ and card games and tag were the most popular activities 
I:CUJ:LOlJtg the girls. Strong home ties were reported, more than two-thirds 
Bernard J .. Buonanno, ItA Survey of the Leisure Time Activities of the 
Pupils in the Samuel Willard Junior High School, Providence, Rhode Is- I 
land," Unpublished ed. M. Thesis, Boston University School of Educa-
tion, 1945 
Beth A. Weston, "Recreational Survey of Some Rural School Children in 
Berkshire County, Massachusetts,•• Unpublished Ed.M. Thesis, Boston 
University School of Education, 1936. 
·I 
16. 
If of the boys and girls having to help with chores or housework. Church 
ll and visiting friends were the most important Sunday activities. 
; Massachusetts stucty.-- The Massachusetts surve,r1 •indicated that 
1
1 reading accounts for more than four-fifths of all the leisure time pur-
l suits of the youth surveyed, though boys were found to be less fond of 
I \reading than girls. Boys, however, showed a distinct preference for team 
!( ports, which ma;r balance the difference in reading i.nterest. Hobbies 
land handicrafts were reported to appeal more to boys than to girls, thougH 
!
"loafing", "hanging around", "talking with friends," etc. accounted for a i. 
! I 
! goodly portion of leisure time, which may indicate that the young people 
bave not been taught how to use their spare time profitably. 
I 
Serious pursuits show higher frequency among the school people, due 
I to the fact that ma.rJy mentioned 11studying11 as a free time activity. The 
I 
I j report indica ted that the activities in which young people engage them-
1 
!selves depends upon (1) leisure time interests which have been developed 
I 
I in school and elsewhere, { 2) the personal resources of the individual~ 
! 
! and ( 3) the resources which the public places at the disposal of its young I 
!people. 
I 
Movies and radio programs showed considerable popularity, and though 
no indication of the type of motion picture preferred was indicated, the 
report stated that radio programs preferred by youth do not run heavily 
~~~ to~ard th~se of ~ educational or serious nature, the most popular types 
1 
beJ.ng musJ.cal varJ.ety, amateur, news conunentators, crime, serial variety, 
1. -----' "A Report relating to the Education and the Emplo:yment 
of the Youth of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Boston,
1 
·===== W~:ight and PJLtter Printing_C..o._.~,_l24U. . ' 
II 
I! 
II 
,_-=-~-=-=-=""'===,======== -~-~ F-=1 = 
17. 1 
II 
ll 
1
1 
and quiz shows. 
I The t"'TTV'!s and distribution of organizations most often suggested by 
.., t'- 'I 
I I! 
· high school pupils in their suggestions for additional facilities ran I 
heavily toward the social type, playgrounds, community centers, Y.M.C .A. 1 
or Y.w.c.A., young people's clubs, and extended library facilities r~/ 
first in their requests. 
! 1 I Suburban activities.-- Fox •found physical play to be the most im-
I 
1 portant activity among children in children in the sixth, eighth, tenth 
I 
I and twelfth grades, with reading and listening to the radio following in 
li 
I 
popularity. His report indicated that the amount of outdoor activity de- 1 
creases as the child grows older. At any age boys play out of doors more I 
I 
I than girls of the same age. In a composite study of the activities of I 
!both boys and girls, listening to the radio ranked first, due to less in- ' 
1 terest in outdoor activity among the girls, followed by reading, outdoor 
I play, music, indoor recreation, trips, visiting friends, clubs and scouts ,!I 
I 
•and movies. I 
I 2. 
Flad also found physical play to be the most important physical ac-
11 
tivity among the boys and girls of her study and stated that most school 11 
I 
taught sports have no carryover vaJ.ue to later life. 
11. 
I 
John F. Fox, "Leisure Time Social Backgrounds in a Suburban CoilJ!ll.uni-
ty,n Journal of Educational Sociology;, April 1934. 
'I 2. Marion Flad, ••Leisure Time Activities of Four Hundred Persons;" 
Sociology and Social Research, January-Februar.y, 1934. 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
II 
I' 
-,, --
I 
II 
1. 
Rural youth.-- Melvin and Smith felt that conditions in rural non-
\; farm populations varied so ID.dely that no specific generalizations could 
I be made about any group. Their study suggested that the church had more 
I, 
i youth in its membership than any other rural institution, but that com-
1 
! munities have not yet become aware of the social and recreational needs 
1: of youth arrl as a result the opportunities for the churches has not been 
jl fully seized. upon. Their study took place in the State of Ohio~ and they 
!1 found the church, the Grange, and the Farm Bureau to be the centers of 
J activities. There was reported organization of community facilities, 
!which from their report, took second place to the institutional programs, 
but the largest attendance in any of these social and comnunity institu-
tions came from the more stable and well-to-do members of the co:mmunity. 
Educational attairunent and economic status were listed as the two prime 
II factors in youth participation in social organizations. 
Composite review of research.-- Jessen and Hutchins, 2•in their re-
11 view of seven widely separated surveys, found that in no community were the 
I d 
j activities of any group exactly similar to those of another group. Al-
though the same activities in general appeared on every table shown, their 
relative position differed from one section of the country to another. 
Bruce L. Melvin and Elna 1. Smith, Rural Youth, Their Situations and 
Prospects, Research Monograph XV, United States Government Printing 
Office, 1938 
Carl A. Jessen and H. Clifton Hutchins, Community Surveys,. United 
States Department of the Interior, Superintendent of Documents~ 
Washington, D.C., 1936. 
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CHAPI'ER II 
MAJOR FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
r ~~ Activities of b~:::::::::~:::::::d5 to popul=ity.-
'1 Ten activities 1rere reported as most popular among more than hal:f of 
'I I 
II 
: 
I, the boys questions; (1) baseball, (2) swimming, (3) bicycling, (4) fis 
I II' 
I (5) football, (6) watching ball games, (7) hunting, (8) listening to the 1\ 
I radio., ( 9 ) listening to ball games over the radio 1 and ( 10) basketball. I' 
I 
I 
Eleven a ctivities were reported as popular among more than half of the 
' I girls; (1) listening to the radio, (2) swimming, (3) bicycling, (4) at-
1 Table 2. MOst popular Activities of Boys and Girls 
Number Number 
1 
of boys of girls 1 
Activity who take Activity who take I 
I part regu- part regu 11 
i larly larly - · : ------------------+---~----~~------------------~~~~--~1 
:Baseball 97 Listen to radio 83 1 
I Swimming 76 Swimming 82 II 
I 
Bicycling 74 Attend movies 77 .I 
Fishing 73 Bicycling 77 1 
Football 73 Dancing 74 
•
1
· Watch ball games 65 Watch ball games 71 
Hunting 58 Softball 66 
!Listen to radio 57 Help parents 64 
i Listen to ball Ice Skating 61 
games on radio 52 Rollerskating 59 
1
' Basketball 49 Care for children 53 
--"----'ll Ice _skating 47 
II 
I 
I 
I 
20. II 
The boys apparentlY have more freedom granted them by parents than 
: is allowed the girls, although from their own admission the home activi-
ties of the girls are not by compulsion, but rather by choice. Girls, 
as a result, appear to have stronger ties to the home, as expressed by 
their activity choices. Inasmuch as the girls in the fami~ are usually 
called on more often by their mothers to carr,y out household duties nor-
mally considered foreign to masculine callings, such a report seems only 
natural. 
I 
Baseball, the sport reported as popular activity by more than eighty-' 
five percent of the boys is an indication of the type of community studie~l 
; one in which a large field or actual ball diamond is read~ accessible. jl 
lA baseball league is organized among the junior high schools and an active! 
1
adult league is found in the area. The study was conducted at a time I 
I 
when baseball was at its height, the summer season approaching, and day- 11 
light saving o~ recently in effect1 thus affording the youth ample day- 1 
light for outdoor activity. 
Swimming, the activity reported second in popularity by both boys 
land girls, is explained most reasonably by the proximity of water to the 
youth. Although the study was made at a time when swimming was not a 
1
!popular activity, the fact that large numbers of the youth have swimming, 
or more properly, bathing facilities, at hand justifies the popularity. 
I 
Bicycling, the activity reported third in popularity among the bo,ys 
land fourth among the girls, can be partly explained by the distances be-
I !! tween houses and stores, and the presence of bicycles in the hands of 
i 
. ·==== -====--=- = ,, 
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~  of the youth. It is improbable, however, that the number of youth 
I 
I 
i owning bicycles equals that of those reporting bicycling as a favorite 
1: activity. A large number of those listing it as a favorite activity may 
I 
·mean just that, but do not own bicycles personally. 
Listening to the radio, and 1going to the motion pictures' were 
listed among the first four activities of girls. In this age group_, at-
11 
tending motion pictures is more often than not a family activity, denot-
I ing the evident strong home ties. It should at this time be noted also 
that boys list radio activities among the ten most popular activities. 
Although there are no indoor physical education facilities available 
in arry of the schools studied, basketball ranks high in the popularity 
I 
!choices of the boys. In each of the schools an outdoor basketball court 
!has been constructed_, and basketball is among tbe sports taught in the 
! p~sical education program. It is interesting to note that baseball, 
•I 
\softball and basketball are the only school taught activities that have a [ 
!popular carryover to leisure time. 11 
i A recapitulation of all the activities of boys and girls in which 1/ 
\more than one-third of those reporting listed as favorite activities showsf' 
! 
l1 again that those activities which are normally carried out in or near 
li the home are the favorites among the girls, while activities of a sport 
I 
I lor woodland type enjoy most popularity among the boys. 
\! 
II 
'I 
I' II 
I 
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1! Table 3. Major activities of Boys and Girls according to field of 
interest. 
Activity 
Organized Sports 
Activities in or 
near home 
Indoor activities 
Woodland acti v-
i ties 
Activities requir-
ing special equip-
ment 
Water sports 
Individual efforts 
Listen to radio 
Observer sports 
Community activ-
ities 
Total 
Boys' 
Respon-
ses 
345 
335 
329 
308 
253 
229 
163 
162 
162 
110 
Activity 
Activities in or 
near home 
Indoor activities 
Individual act-
ivities 
Household duties 
Activities requir-
ing special equip-
ment 
Connnuni ty acti v-
i ties 
Listen to radio 
Woodland acti v-
i ties 
Total 
Girls' 
Respon-
ses 
380 
367 
280 
176 
16o 
149 
139 
135 
ii 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
It is interesting to note that there is a strong resemblance among il 
ji the activities of both boys and girls, except as household activities 
1; enter among the reports of the girls. Individual activities among the 
li boys; building, carpentry, models-types of activities which follow the 
1\ f ootsteps of the father, are perhaps matched by cooking, sewing and em-
' broidery, activities which mey be following the steps of the mother. This 
I 
i' may indicate that while outside activities rank high among the boys~ therJ
1 II ,, 
II is a tendency to imitate the steps of the father, thus indicating that 
.j1 there is a strong tie on the part of the youth of both sexes to the 
I 
1 home. 
- -=-.-=-==~ 
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Indoor Activities 
Books read most often by boys and girls.--Comic books were reported 
I 
J as a favorite type of literature by more than three-fourths of the boys, 
II followed by ( 2) sport books, (3) baseball stories, (4) western stories, 
j' C5) war stories, (6) dog stories, (7) adventure stories, (8) airplane 
stories, (9) horse stories, and (10) animal stories. Among the girls, 
1; girls' books ranked first, ninety-two percent reporting that they read II! 
them, followed by (2) movie stories, (3) exciting stories, (4) magazines, I 
1 (5) comic books, (6) adventure books, (7) ~ster,y stories, (8) true sto~ li 
I 
I ies, (9) horse stories, and (10) romance stories. 
1
, Table 4. Books most often read by Boys and Girls 
I 
Number 
of Boys 
!ype of Book who read Type of Book 
this type 
regularly 
Comic Books 82 Girls' Books 
Sport Books Cf:) Movie _stories 
Baseball Stories 68 Magazines 
Western stories 52 .Exciting stories 
War stories 52 Comic books 
Dog stories 47 Adventure books 
Adventure books 47 Mystery stories 
Airplane stories 45 True stories 
Horse stories 44 Horse stories 
Animal stories 42 Romance stories 
Number 
of Girls 
who read 
this type 
regularly 
87 
76 
70 
&) 
68 
65 
63 
6o 
6o 
55 
!1 It is rather interesting to note that except for the first choice of 
II the girls 1 the books read most often by boys and girls, among the first 
1 five choices, were of a type accessible in the news stores for little ex-
11 
11 pendi ture of money, requiring no deep thought, and having no real connec-
r 
I 
\I 
\I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
J! 
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I 
j tion with the reading program of the schools. It appears that either 
: tbe parents allow the children to purchase such books, or that t hese I 
types of literature are connnon in the homes. II 
I, 
Among neither the boys nor the girls was the newspaper reported as j: 
II a favorite type of literat ure, newspapers being reported as read by 
I 
li f orty-two percent of the boys and seven percent of the girls. 
I, 
' Radio actiVities.-- Ninety-one percent of the boys and ninety-three 
I i 
· percent of the girls reported that they spent more 
I 
than an hour every • I aay 1 
il 
I 
!listening to the radio. 
1 
Table 5. Amount of time spent listening to the radio 
I 
I 
II 
Percent Percent I 
Time reported of Boys Time reported of Girls I I Reportip.g_ Re_p_ort_ing 
I 
I 
Tln'ee hours 23 Two hours 13. I 
Four hours 14 Four hours 13 
11 
, Two hours 13 Three hours 10 
ll Three and one Five hours 10 
I half hours 11 One hour 9 'I 
.One and one half Six hours 9 II 
!hours 9 Three and one II 
Two and one half half hours 9 'I 
\hours 7 One half hour 7 I 
-I !, One hour 7 One and one half I !' Five hours 6 hours 7 
4 Two and one haJ..f I I One half hour 
' 
Fifteen minutes 3 hours 6 ll 
1 Seven hours 2 Seven hours 3 I il Six hours ]. Fifteen minutes 2 
' 
11 While the replies of the youth ran the gamut from fifteen minutes 
II (less than two percent of the girls and three percent of the boys so re-
lj porting), to seven hours (two percent of the boys and three percent of the ' 
li 
--!=-
11 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
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II 
girls), the implication is clear that the radio is a real influence on j' 
II 
I' the life of the youth. Whether the youth so reporting actually do spend jl 
11 more than four hours a day listening to the radio is not a subject of 
I 
1: this study, but obvi.ously a great deal of time is spent listening to the 
: radio, more than seems proper, except to credit such an expenditure of 
I, 
iJ time to the strong home influence. 
II The most popular programs listed by the youth do not indicate that 
jl the radio is a profitable source of educational experience. Keeping in 
1 mind the season in which the study was conducted, the most popular types 
I of radio programs among the boys vvere ( 1) base ball games, ( 2) comedy, 
1(3) western drama, (4) sport programs, (5) musical programs, (6) family 
programs, (7) drama, (8) giveaw~ programs, (9) news reports, and (10) 
quiz programs. Among the girls the most popular t.YPes of radio programs 
I 
!were (1) musical programs, (2) giveaway programs, (3) family programs., 
1
1{4) western drama, (5) drama, (6) variety programs, (7) comedy, (8) 
j, 
i
1
nvstery programs, (9) quiz programs, and (10) baseball games. 
i Table 6. Most popular Radio Programs Among Boys and Girls 
.Number Number 
of Boys of Girls 
Program listen- Program listen-
I 
ing regu.- ing regu- , 
lar~ I larl,y 
Arthur Godfrey {8 Arthur Godfrey 97 
Baseball ga,lli.es 63 Lux Radio Theatre 83 
Lux Radio Theatre ~0 Club 15 80 
Jack Be:nny 58 Mr. Keene 77 
Life With Luigi 56 Stop the Music 74 
SaJD. Spade 56 Hit Parade 74 
Mr. Keene 55 Junior Miss 71 I' 
Gangbusters 55 Bing Crosby ~ Roy Rogers §i Dr. Christian Mr. Hearthstone 
-
_Our Miss Brqoks 69 
\I 
r J 
Ji 
I 
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I It appears that there has been little or no concentrated effort on 
, the part of the elders to educate the youth in the proper selection of 
I: radio programs, but rather it appears that they are left to their own 
' resources with the radio, or listen to programs selected by the parents~ 
1 a possible indication of the program choices of the elders in the com-
! •t 
It nruilJ.. We 
II Table 7. MOst Popular Types of Radio Programs Among Boys and Girls. 
,, 
I 
Average Average 
number number 
Type of Program of Boys Type of Program of Girls 
listen- listen-
ing ing 
Baseball games 63 Musical Programs 76 
Comedy 51 Giveaway programs 70 
Western drama 50 Family programs 64 
Sport programs 46 Western drama 6,1 
Musical programs 41 Drama 59 
Famil¥ programs 41 Variety programs 59 
Drama 41 Comedy 58 
Giveaway programs 38 Mystery programs 56 
News reports 37 Quiz programs 56 
Quiz programs 36 Baseball games 47 
I 
:I 
'I 
·I 
I. 
il 
,, 
In a study of table six, the programs listed among the ten most pop- 11 
lular among both the boys and the girls include only one program of less 
I' . 
1
1 than one half hour 1 s duration, and among the first twenty programs o~ 
/, four appear o:f les~ than one-half hour·' s duration among the entire youth. 
Boys and girls of this age group apparently take little stock in the 11 
I quarter hour programs presented during the II children 1 s hour" from five to 
II . 
six o 1 clock in the a:fternoon. The indication is that the programs pre-
1 sented from seven to nine o'clock in the evening are most popular. In a 
=-=-II-~-= ~~- ' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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study of the programs it appears that the large majorit,y of the youth go 
il 
jl 
1
; to bed at an hour approximating ten o~clock, for all the programs reporte~ 
1 by more than twenty percent of the youth were listed in the local news-
i, paper. at times before ten o'clock. 
Motion pictures.-- Among the boys reporting, the ten most popular 
types of motion pictures were (1) western movies, (2) cartoons, (3) 
1
1 
baseball movies, (4) sport movies, (5) adventure movies, (6) jungle 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I movies, ( 7) war movies, (8) comedies, (9) action movies, and ( 10) nzy-stery I 
movies. Among the girls the ten most popular types were (1) teen age 
1! mov:i.es, (2) musical pictures, {3) love pictures, (4) rqystery mov:i.es, (5) 
j comedies, ( 6) cartoons 1 ( 7) action pictures, (8) jungle pictures, (9) 
I 
11 drama, and (10) western movies. 
It appears that the preferences of the boys and girls follow the 
1 same general .pattern as that set by previous parts of the study, namely, 
I, the desire for action, particularly of an outdoor type 1 with emphasis on 
~ the sports, for the boys. The girls again lean toward the t,ype of pre-
1 
,, sentation that allows them to compare their activities with those of 
I . 
I other people, real or imaginary, and to find a pattern into which they 
may mold their activities. 
1: 
II Less than sixty-three percent of the boys and only seventy-six per-
Il cent of the girls expressed preference for any type of motion picture at 
: all, possib~ indicating that a large number of the youth in these co~ 
I 
munities attend the motion pictures very little if at all. 
. Table 8. Motion Pictures most enjoyed by Boys and Girls 
Number Number 
of Boys of Girls 
Type of indicat- Type of indicat-
Motion Picture inga Motion Picture inga 
liking liking 
Western movies ($ Teen age movies 100 
Cartoons ($ Musical movies 83 
Baseball movies 63 Love pictures 78 
Sport movies 63 Mystery movies 78 
Adventure type 62 Comedies 74 
Jungle movies 59 Cartoons 71 
War movies 58 Action type 63 
Comedies 55 Jungle pictures 62 
Action type 54 Drama 62 
Mystery movies 47 Western movies 61 
Motion pictures depicting scenes or . having plots based on the recent I' 
i 
!war enjoy little popularity among, the youth, appearing seventh among t.be 
lten most popular types listed by the boys and not at all in the top ten 
,, 
I· choices of the girls. This may indicate a trend away .from the glory of 
I! battle which was popular in the months immediately following the close of 
!! hostilities. Since the communities are small and view the motion pictures ! 
j: some time after they have been featured in the large cities, an opinion 
II 
,j may be drawn that the popularity of such presentations is on the wane. 
I 
Comedies, cartoons 1 and motion pictures of the 1 fun and humor 1 type 
jl appear to be the most popul.ar among both the boys and the g:i.rJ.s. Aside 
:' from the fact that the youth usually see the motion picture choices of 
,, 
; the parents, it is assumed that these styles of presentations enjoy large 
II popularity because of the age of the young people studied. 
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School subject preferences.-- A striking similarity is noted in 
the school subject preferences of boys and girls in this study. Allow:i.ng \; 
for sexual differences and subject choices among the electives~ the 
I 
II 
popularity of subject matter is peculiarly similar. .Among the boys the 
ten most popular school subjects are; (1) physical education, (2) shop, I 
II i' ( 3) science, ( 4) mathematics, ( 5) history or social studies~ ( 6) draw.ing 
11 I! 
, or art, (7) reading, (8) current events, (9) mechanical drawing1 and 
I 
1
1 ( 10) english. Among the girls the ten most popular school subjects are 
I (1) physical education, (2) home economics, (3) mathematics~ (4) music1 
i C5) spelling, (6) drawing or art, (7) history or social studies, (8) 
Jl human relations, (9) reading, and (10) english. 
I' 
The fact that Physical Education ranks first among the boys and girls'\ 
I 
II 
II I 
1 of this study is a curious study of the tastes of boys and girls. As 
I 
II previously stated, there is no opportunity for the boys and girls to en-
1 joy active physical education programs during the winter months, due to 
:I the lack of proper facilities in the schools. As a result of this lack, 
, the physical education program during inclement weather consists only of II 
I I 
,I 
setting up exercises in the classroom and health instruction. As soon as 
li 
!pleasant weather sets in, and until inclement weather forces the program 
I 
"inside, the children have their peysical education outside, engaging in 
I 
II 
,r those games which facilities permit; baseball, softball, soccer, football, 
!I 
I 
I' 
jl 
!I 
1: 
basketball, and games of low organization for those of the girls and boys ' 
I 
,who do not choose to engage in sports requiring a great deal of exertion. 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
II 
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Table 9. School Subject Preferences of Boys and Girls 
Number Number 
of Boys of Girls 
Subjects stating Subjects stating 
a pref- a pref-
erence erence 
P~sical Education 67 P~sical Education 95 
Shop 56 Home Economics 78 
Science 38 Mathematics 52 
Mathematics 33 Music 52 
History or Social Spelling 51 
Studies 32 Drawing or Art 39 
Drawi-ng or Art 26 History or Social 
Reading 22 Studies 37 
Current Events 22 English 35 
1~chanical Drawing 18 Reading 34 
English 16 Human Relations 29 
II 
11 There are no shower facilities in any of the buildings, and it is vr.ithin 
II 
~~ reason to understand that some children will be reluctant to become wet 
1 with sweat and then return to the classroom for the rest of the day. 
II As a result, the amount of exertion in the pQysical education program 
I 
is largely determined by the individual. In view of these facts and the 
interest in physical education displayed by members of the staffs of all 
the schools, the popularity can be justified. Further, since the number 
of youth in the junior high schools covered by the study are nearly di-
vided by sex, the great popularity by both sexes is explained. 
- == ~=--== ~-~----=~~ 
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Figure 3. 
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Boys Girls Girls 
Richmond Hope Valley Ashaway 
Distribution of the children in the schools of Richmond and 
Hopkinton by school and qy sex. 
Shop, second in popularity among the boys, and Home Economics., second 
I 
,! in popularity among the girls, may be a reflection of the well equipped 1 
I 
· laboratories in all the schools for the prosecution of such courses. It 
is felt, however, that such an answer is not the entire answer. Through-
11 ' 
11 out the study, evidences of strong home ties appear, and it is felt that 
I the popularity of these courses may in part be a reflection of the inter-
1
, 
11 est of the youth in their homes, the boys showing their immediate interest 
I, I 
by making items for the increased comfort or beauty of the home 1 and the I 
girls evidencing an interest in following the footsteps of their mothers. 
I 
1It may be that the popularity of the domestic science courses among the 
--- 32.- 1· 
girls has an even more real value1 because a number of the people in the 
1 
community leave school at an early age, some of them marrying before 
, twenty years of age. These young people may realize that in a short 
:1 time such programs will be the first from which tangible dividends will 
li be taken, and as a result, enjoy such programs more than the academic. 
Science, the subject rated third by the boys, may have its populari-
1 ty because of the fact that in all of the schools a program of general 
' 
science is offered in all of the junior high school .grades. In visiting 
1l the science class rooms, the application of the nearby out-of-doors to 
'I 
l the science program was noted throughout the community schools. 
I 
I 
1 Mathematics, rariking fourth among the boys and third among the girls,li 
:! may be popular through the explanation that children lean more toward 
1 
11 those of the academic subjects which make defi.ni te demands of them, and 
1
1 are concrete in objective and assignment. Such a supposition needs qualil 
'' fication1 however, when one observes the comparative popularity of social . 
II 
1 studies, music, and spelling-- all strong contenders for a high place 
II on the list of preferred subjects. 
The similarity of subject 1natter preference seems to end near the 
. 
1
1 middle of the tables 1 the boys leaning more toward subjects of a practi-
cal nature, while the girls' preferences tend more toward subjects of a 
I 
1
/ social or sensitive nature. 
!i Hobbies and Related Activities 
Hobbies.-- Those activities normally considered hobbies among young 
people, collecting and building, are noticeably absent from the favorite 
I 
II 
II 
--- _!! __ 
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activities among the youth of the community. The ten activities listed 
II 
' as most popular among the boys were (1) swimming, (2) attending motion 
:1 pictures, (3) playing baseball, (4) fishing, (5) football, (6) bicycle 
riding, (7) hunting, (8) attending ball games, (9) listening to the 
II radio, and (10) camping. Only the first nine of those listed above were 
I reported as favor~te forms of activity among more than half of the boys 
!1 reporting. .Among the girls, the most popular activities reported as 
11 hobbies were, (1) attending motion pictures, (2) swimming, (3) listen-
ing to the radio, (4) dancing, (5) bicycle riding, (6) attending base-
l 
l1 ball games, (7) softball, (8) saving movie star pictures, (9) cooking, 
I (10) rollerskating. Only the first seven among those reported activi-
d 
I 
1ties were favorites among more than half of the girls. 
!Table 10. Activities Reported As Hobbies Among the Boys and Girls 
I 
Number Number 
I of Boys of Gi.rls 
. I I Hobby indicat- Hobby indicat-I 
I ing act- ing act-
I ivity ivity 
IS . • I w:umn:Lng o2 Movies 9-z 
Movies 59 Swimming 83 
Baseball 58 Listening to 
!Fishing 56 the radio 83 
Football 56 Dancing 78 
.Bicycling 53 Bicycling 73 
I Hunting 48 Attending ball games &) 
At tending ball Softball 66 
games 47 Saving movie star 
1Listening to the pictures 62 
radio 45 Cooking 61 
1Camping 42 Rollerskating 61 
I. 
II 
I 
' 
I 
I 
I 
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Both boys and girls indicate a desire for activities of a social 
I; nature. Except for the activity 'listening to the radio, 1 every activity 
1 
11
1istea as a hobby is one which normally assumes companionship in smaJ.l 
I 
or large numbers. Eight of the activities listed as hobbies among the 
boys and four of the activities listed as hobbies among the girls were of 
II 
1
' a type carried on out-of-doors, and the remainder, 'attending motion 
11 pictures, • and 'listening to the radio 1 for the boys 1 and four of the 
I' 
· remainder among the girls; •attending motion pictures,• 'saving movie 
star pictures, 1 'listening to the radio,' and 'cooking,' were of a style 
I. . 
!! either requiri~g- attendance at home or ~sinuating participation in a 
\! family activity. It appears then, that the children carry on their ac-
il tivities at or near the home with full sanction of the parents. 
I! 
1 The only direct comparison of the hobbies of boys and girls is in 
!the activity •attending motion pictures.• Girls apparently prefer hob-
1 
!l bies of a non-active style, generally involving attendance at home or 
I 
approval and direct supervision of parents. 
Half of the activities reported as hobbies among more than half of 
II 
,the boys were of a type requiring the out-of-doors for their execution; 
'fishing, hunting, camping, swimming, and playing baseball. . 
,Individual activities of boys and girls.- Listening to the radio 
'ranks first among both the boys and girls as the most popular activity 
I 
lin which they engage when alone. Such a report seems only natural in 
· ,;view of the report of the youth in their hobbies, 'listening to the radio' 
I 
·ranking ninth among the boys and fourth among the girls. It is odd that 
I 
I 
!! 
1
only three activities among the boys are mentioned by more than half of 
the boys, while more than ten activities were reported as ·popular illdiv-
idual activities among more than half of the girls. Among the boys the 
I 
:I 
' ten most popular individual activities were (1) listening to the radio~ 
I . 
I 
'I ( 2) swimming, ( 3) going to the movies, ( 4) reading comic books, (5) 
,, 
11
fishing, (6) bicycle riding, (7) ice skating, (8) hunting, (9) boating, 
i: and (10) hiking. on:cy thirty-eight percent of the boys reported hunting 
I 
,as a favorite individual activity. Among the girls, the most popular 
I 
individual activities were (1) listening to the radio, (2) listening to 
I 
----,===== 
ll records, (3) swimming, (4) going to the movies, (5) bicycle riding, (6) 
\j cooking, , ( 7) reading comic books 1 ( 8) ice skating, ( 9 ) rollerska ting, and I' 
ll (l.o) baby sitting. Fi£ty-eight percent o:f the girls reported baby sitting:; 
~: as a favorite individual activity. 11 
II 
Table ll. Activities In Which Boys and Girls Take Part While Alone 
I 
Number Number 
1: I Activity 
of Boys Activity of Girls taking taking 
1Listen to radio 
part part I! 
~~ Lis ten to radio 107 'SvdJmning Listen to records 89 
!Attend motion Swimming 82 I 
1pictures · 44 Attend motion 
I' 1Read comic books 42 pictures 80 
:Fishing 40 Cooking 80 I 
:Bicycling 38 Bicycling 76 
lice Skating 37 Read Comic books 73 
Hunt" 33 Ice Skating 63 
' ll1g I 
'Boating 32 Rollerskating 62 
Hiking 31 Baby . Sitting 57 I 
=-===---""------'-'-'--'--' - - =- ~ ~~~==={ ==== 
Except for those activities which are considered peculiar to the 
,boys or girls; fishing for the boys and cooking among the girls1 there 
lis practically a point for point comparison among the activities for 
I. 
both the boys and girls. 'Listening to records' may be a reflection of 
!I the liking on the part of 
I 
' 
the girls for music and dancing, as related 
I 
d . • t bl 
1
1 lll preVJ..ous a es. The strong home ties of this community are most 
evident in this section of the study1 both the boys and girls evidencing 
ii a willingness to, engage in activities which are provided by the home 
directly or which may be engaged in either at home or in the community. 
I 
·' Among the ten most popular activities listed by the boys and girls, there 
I 
ij is no mention of any desire to take part in out of town activities. 
I 
I' 
1! Games 
:1 Summer games.-- The trend of the youth in the stucy is very much 
:: tov£ard the out-of-doors in their selection of summer games. Among the 
'boys the ten most popular sunnner activities were (1) outdoor games, 
I 
{2) baseball, (3) football, (4) catch, (5) basketball, (6) sw:imming 
il games, (7) softball, (8) cool games, (9) cards, and (10) horseshoes. 
I -
!. Among the girls, the ten most popular activities were (1) outdoor games, 
(2) cool games, (3) swimming games, (4) softball, (5) croquet, (6) quiet 
,, 
ij ga.mes, (7) monopoly, (8) baseball, (9) catch, and (10) card games. 
'I 
I 
II 
II 
ji 
I. 
,j 
l 
Table 12. Principal Summer Games of Boys and Girls 
I, 
I 
Number 
of Boys Activity Activity who par-
ticipate 
Outdoor games 66 Outdoor games 
Baseball 66 Cool games 
Football 59 Swimming games 
Catch 53 Softball 
Basketball 5o Croquet 
Swimming games 5o Quiet games 
Softball 41 Monopoly 
Cool games 39 Baseball 
Card games 35 Catch 
Horseshoes 32 Card games 
37. 
Number 
of Girls 
who par-
ticipate 
87 
77 
77 
74 
61 
57 
56 
51 
5o 
49 
Although those activities mentioned which are not particularly types 
of games; outdoor activities, cool games, and quiet games, are included 
I in the table of summer games, it is felt that their popularity in the 
'' study merits their inclusion in the replies of the youth, as well as 
! jtheir position in the table. •outdoor games 1 , listed more often than 
li 
any other as popular activities among both boys and girls is well borne 
II 
j! out by those games which follow, nine of the ten reported among the boys 
ll being outdoor games. Only two games reported among the activities of the 
II 
I n--
j' 
I 
II 
\ 
i 
I 
1: 
,. 
' 
I' 
girls in Table 12 were indoor games, 
'I 
though it is possible to play either I 
I j card games or monopoly out of doors. 
I I 
II Both the boys and the girls appear to tend toward the social type of 
1
1 
summer activities. All the games mentioned by more than half of the / 
; I 
'youth reporting require a group, large or small, for execution. It is 
I 
II 
interesting to note that none of the games connnon to youth of elementary 
I 
'====4' ~~~==-, =========- =.:..=-====-
! 
I 
I 
/I 
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I 
j1 age enjoy any popularity among these junior high school youth. Hide and 
1l seek, redlight, marbles, hopscotch, and jacks were reported as games 
I' 
11 played by less than ten percent of the boys and less than twenty percent 
/' ,, 
of the girls. 
The boys tend more toward organized sports, while the girls lean 
i' toward activities of a quiet social nature. Girls appear to have an in-
,1 creased sense of social maturity as compared with the boys, and already 
I appear to gain more pleasure from feminine groups. 
,j Winter games.-- As the summer game report indicates, the boys are 
,, 
II more inclined toward activities of an outdoor type than the girls. Ac-
' I 1
1 tivities reported as most popular among the boys were (1) snowball fights, I 
J, I 
\ (2) football, (3) sliding, (4) basketball, (5) hockey, (6) tag on skates, 
, I' (7) card games, ( 8) indoor games, (9) skiing, and (10) snap the whip on 
skates. The ten most popular activities among the girls were (1) sliding, 
1(2) snowball fights, (3) monopoly, (4) cards, (5) indoor games, (6) tag 
I' 
li on skates, (7) skiing, (8) bingo, (9) checkers, and (10) fox and geese. 
I 
II Table 13. Principal Winter games of Boys and Girls 
il ==========rTu~~=n=========rnoFmf~GFei~rls=== 
lj Game Game 
·~~~~--~~~~~~------~~~-
IFootbaJ.J. 
!sliding 
'I Basketball 
I 
Hockey 
Tag on skates 
'Card games 
II Indoor games 
1
1Skiing 
Snap the Whip 
on Skates 
52 
48 
45 
42 
39 
39 
38 
37 
Snowball fights 
Monopoly 
Card games 
Indoor games 
Tag on skates 
Skiing 
Bingo 
Checkers 
Fox and Geese 
64 
59 52 
52 
5o 
43 
43 
40 
38 
I 
I 
I :---n=--""=-== 
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In view of the fact that basketball activities are carried on out-
II 
I! of-doors, it is interesting to note that nine of the activities fonnd to 
Ji I 
I 
be most popular among the boys were of the outdoor type, while only half 
' of the popular activities of the girls fall into that group. Boys appear 
jl to 
·I tend more toward activities of a rough and tumble type - tag on skates, / q 
I snap the whip, etc., while the girls tend more toward activities of a 
!home-social type, or those activities which may be carried on near the 
!I home, near enough so that if chilled they may go home quickly. It also 
'I appears that the popular winter activities of the girls requires little 
li or no expensive equipment. 
I 
II 
\i Football and basketball are the only sports reported by more than 
II half of the boys that may be considered school-taught subjects. None of 
I 
!I the activities reported as popular among more than half of the girls were 
I! of a type taught in the schools. 
I Social Findings 
Group activities of youth.-- IYhen asked to report those activities 
lmost enjoyed with other people, there was a strong resemblance to the 
I ~~ activities reported as popular. (Table l) Among the boys the !ll<lst popu-
~~ lar free time activities of a social nature were (1) fishing, (2) bike 
1riding, (3) playing ball, (4) Sl'Timming, {5) attending movies, (6) playing 
/games, (7) having fun, (8) playing football, (9) playing basketball, and I 
1
ic lo) camping. Among the girls, the most popular free time social activi-
lties were (1) attending movies, (2) sw.imming, (3) having fun, (4) having 
j,picnics, (5) bike riding, (6) listening to the radio, (7) dancing, (8) 
I 
- =- --=--==-~-=-
- r, 
4o. 
going to parties, ( 9) playing games, and (10) going to Crescent Park 
I 
~ 1 ( a summer resort amusement park). 
Boys tend more toward organized outdoor games, while girls seem to 
li like better those activities of a quiet social nature, although both 
' boys and girls seem to like those activities of general sociabilit y, for 
· although this section of the study asked for reports only of a social 
,nature, more than three-fourths of the boys and ninety percent of the 
I 
Table 14. Free Time Social Activities of Boys and Girls. 
NUmber Number 
of Boys of Girls Activity Partici- Activity Partici-
pating pating 
Fishing 62 Attending motion 
Bicycling 62 pictures 94 
Pla7lng baseball 61 Swimming 88 
s·w:Lrnming 61 Having Fun 88 
Attending motion Have picnics 86 
pictures 61 Bicycling 86 
Playing games 6o Listen to radio 82 
Having fun 6o Dancing 81 
Play football 59 Go to parties 81 
Play basketball 53 Visit Crescent Park 78 
Rollerskating 52 Play records 74 
Camping 51 Rollerskating 74 
Visit Crescent Park 51 
., 
I' girls reported as popular those activities (fishing, attending movies) 
I 
d which could be carried out while alone. It appears that the youth of 
1 these communities are social by nature. 
Classification of a ctivity desires of boys and girls.-- There are 
, certain activities in which the youth would like to take part but cannot 
do now. While there seems to be lit tle contest of the facts regarding 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
li 
II 
II 
I 
II 
'I 
II 
Jl 
=--=--==- U--r-
I the activities of the youth, their desires were considered to be another 1\ 
i I 
laspect of the leisure time problem. Among the boys the ten activities in I: 
' which the boys liOuld like to take part but cannot do now were (1) looking ~~ 
II at television, ( 2) going to ball games in Boston, ( 3) playing football, I 
II ( 4) playing baseball, (5) hunting, ( 6) rinter sports, (7) go on trips 1 I 
1
1 ( 8) go to beach, ( 9) go fishing, and (10) drive the car alone. Among the 
II girls the ten activities most often reported as desirable activities, but 
1not yet possible or permissible, were (1) go to beach, (2) attending 
!motion pictures, (3) listen to the radio, (4) look at television, (5) 
!attend ball games in Boston, (6) ice skating, (7) play with other girls, 
(8) visit other states, (9) go horseback riding, and (10) go to Hollywood. 
Number Number 
of Boys Activity of Girls stating Stating 
II 
I ,~---------+-=--=::;==:::.;;....-tt--------~~~~-a desire a desire 
ILook at Television 
Go to Ball Games 
In Boston 
Play football 
'!Play baseball 
1 Go hunting 
IJ Play winter 
II sports 
Go on trips 
jiGo to beach jiGo fishing 
lp rive car 'alone 
1
\ao to movies 
\Go camping 
57 
54 
52 
51 
51 
49 
49 
48 
47 
47 
46 
46 
Go to Beach 75 
Go to movies 70 
Listen to radio 70 
Look at Television &:; 
Go to Ball Games 
in Boston 66 
Go Ice skating 64 
Play with other 
girls 63 
Visit other 
states 63 
Go horseback 
riding 62 
Go to Holly-
wood 62 
li Television rates high among both boys and girls. This study was 
- _\] ___ _ 
lj -
-------== 
II 
I! 
I 
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• 
1 
conducted at a time when the popularity of television was just being felt 1 
1 in the community, and a few sets were available to the youth in this 
1
1 
\I 
I 
1 con:nnunity. At this time a television station was in the process of mak-
would like to take part in activities which are normally available to 
I them in other seasons of the year. 
I 
I 
11 The popularity of the desire to attend ball games in Boston is a 
· reflection of the popularity of baseball among both sexes in other parts 
I 
of the study. 
II Attendance at motion pictures ranks low among the desires of the 
1 
boys and high among the desires of the girls, as would be expected from a 1' 
I li 
1
: study of other tables in the study. This may reflect a desire on the 
11 part of the girls to seek modes of conduct, or it may indicate that the 
girls are more socially inclined than the boys at this age level. 
I 
11 The desire to drive the car alone is the only activity reported 
II 
!which indicates a tendency toward groYdng up. 
! 
Desires of routh for better use of leisure time.-- For the future 
li the boys and girls appear to have no concrete ideas, except as they relate!, 
l1to the immediate problems and surroundings of the youth. The activities 
I 
I 
I 
"~=--c.--=[-'--=-~ =-- --=. 
! 
r lvhich the youth felt the adults could provide were those of a nature in- II 
1 
dicating that the boys and girls desire a more intimate contact -with their:1 
I elders. In the majority of cases there is no indication of mature think- II 
!1 ing, but rather the indication of an appeal for increased parent partici- \\ 
II ~ 
I 
pation in the activities of youth. Among the boys the ten activities 
I most often reported as desirable for the future were ( 1) Take us to bail 
games, (2) take me hunting, (3) let me go where I want to, (4) let me 
drive the car, (5) take me to the beach, (6) take me fishing, (7) take us 
[I swi--lllllling, ( 8) take me to the movies, (9 ) go hiking with me, and ( 10) bull ' 
II a swimming pool. Among the girls the replies were ( 1) take me to the 
It 
It beach, ( 2) take us to ball games, ( 3) take me to the movies 1 ( 4) have pic 
1! nics, ( 5) take us swimming, ( 6) let me go where I want to 1 ( 7) take me 
I places, ( 8) let me cook, ( 9 ) have parties, ani (10) try to understand our 
!problems. 
!\ Table 16. Desires of the Boys and Girls for the Future. 
Number Number 
I of Boys of Girls Desired A?tivity indicat- Desired Activity indicat-I ing ing 
i Take me to ball games ~~ Take me to beach 72 l 'l'ake me hunting Take me to ball games 71 
!Let me go where I Take me to movies 65 
want to 42 Have picnics 64 
Let me drive the car 42 Take me sw.i.mm:ing 63 
Take me to beach 40 Let me go where I 
Take me fishing 38 want to 6o 
Take me swimming 37 Take me places 59 
'rake me to movies 34 Let me cook 57 \Go hiking with me 33 Have parties 56 
rBuild a swimming pool 31 Try to understand ! our problems 54 
I 
I 
----- ~ ------~ -- - --~,.--.,--~---- --
lr 
I! 
I 
I 
I 
__ II 
---- -· 
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The popularity of the replies in the table indicates a strong desire 
on the part of the youth to have the parents do more for them, ~articu­
llarly in a social way as the parents are affected directly. The activi.-
1, . 
I[ ties reported as most desired are those requiring contacts with the 
II 
elders. There is a strong similarity in the desires of both the boys 
and the girls of the stuqy, in the names or titles of their desires for 
I• 
;' the future, the general tone of their desires, and their relative rank. 
jl 
II 
II 
_I 
I 
1: 
,, 
!I 
1: 
CHAPTER lli 
SUM.iARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Summary and Generalizations 
---= 45-. ~,1 
~I 
summa.ry.- The trend of the activities of the youth of the comnuni-
ties covered in this survey tends toward organized activity of a nature 
resembling that of their elders, reflecting the out of doors in large 
measure. 
The literature reported as most popular among the junior high school 
!youth reflects little interest in that literature taught in the schools, 
lbut that literature obtainable in the newsstore 1 for very little money. 
jThere is an indication that the literature read most often by the boys 
and girls is that found in the homes, where the pulp-type magazine is 
probably most accessible, for it can be assumed that the spending money 
I 
[of the boys and girls is not used entirely for types of literature of 
ltbis sort. 
I Too much time is reported as spent listening to the radio1 and pro- 1 
ligrams vd th 1i ttle thought or thinking a£ fort are most popular in this sort I 
I of leisure tiJae activity. The programs of the youth are evidentl;v chosen II 
1\by the parents who listen to those programs mentioned in the study, and J: 
I ' 
lso .form the habits o£ their young people. I 
I 
' 
l 
Motion pictures of the comedy and musical type seem to be most popu-
ar among the boys and girls, although here again it can be assumed that 
.[the selection of motion pictures is a reflection of the choices of the 
!adults, who as a rule escort their children to the theatres, as a result 
_II ·~-~- - Jrl=, ~~-
'\ 
I 
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of the location of the homes in relatio~ to the theatres. The youth 
I appear to show interest in those types of presentations leading to pat-
terns of conduct that they can emulate, either in outdoor activity or in 
If their daily routine. 
li 
The most popular school subjects are those taught by men. Home 
li 
1 Economics and Shop may show an effort to follow in the footsteps of tm 11-
jj parents, or may be popular because there is little home work and little 
II reading effort required. Mathematics and Science, enjoying popularity 
I 
Ji among both boys and girls, may be popular because of concrete assignments I 
i: and subject matter. Foreign languages and Business Training, although IJ 
li available to boys and girls of grades eight and nine only, appear to en-
;: joy little popularity. llusic and Art, neither ol: which was taught by I 
1 qualified supervisors at the time of the study, enjoyed little popularity. ' 
There are none of the expected spare time activities normally con- ! 
11 sidered as hobbies reported by a majority of the youth. :Most of those 
II 
activities reported as hobbies by a majority of the youth are of a type 
II carried on out of doors. The educational or wintertime indoor activities 
'I 
II e:xpected were not reported by a majority ol: the youth. Collecting, ra:is-
ll ing pets, and 'building things' are not reported as -hobbies by a majority ;
1 
of the youth. 
I 
I Generalizations.-- The young people df the communities are in a tran-
l •t• 1 - f ~ s~ ~ona stage, rom that of childhood to early adolescence. 
I 
Ill Boys and girls are 
!:i.ng particular emphasis 
·~--~ 
II 
generally experimental in their activities, plac-
on no sport or activity. 
47. -1 
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Literature read by the youth of the communities is generally of the 11 . 
II news store variety, the literature selected or condoned by the parents. 
I It appears 
youth. 
that the tastes of the parents are being transmitted to the 
I 
I 
I 
Radio programs are mainly a source of entertainment rather than of 
: education, and mainly dominated by the elders. 
I 
Motion pictures are seen regularly by a scant majority of the youth, 
who apparently enjoy the presentations in the company of their parents. 
School subjects are popular in inverse proportion to their reading 
requirements, rather than their practical aspects. 
1 The home is a strong influence in the lives of the young people, 
I but these young folks are of the opinion that parents are not taking full 
11 advantage of their opportunities to lead the youth. 
The youth are immature in their actions and thinking. 
Recommendations for Further Stuqy 
Since the completion of this study, a full time music supervisor and 
a full time practical arts supervisor have been added to the staffs of 
the schools. A re-survey of the same themes would possibly reflect new 
interests in all the fields. 
I 
I 
I A carerul evaluation of the leisure time facilities, both present I 
land potential, woul.d serve to supplement this report, and serve to presen1 ! 
1
1 a =~ complete outlook on the findings of tlrls study. [ 
I' A study of the leisure time activities of the youth in all the com- I 
lmunities of the State of Rhode Island, and a subsequent evaluation of the 
·~~~ell-~= 
I 
I 
,, 
1: 
I 
!:-=-=== 
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1\ leisure time activities and facilities of each co~unity in the State~ 
" . d in relation to the educational opportunities of the youth~ might serve to 
I 
!' present a comparative picture of the net value of the educational pro-
' ,· gram's offerings toward the leisure time activities of youth. 
·I . 
i Since it appears that the youth of junior high school. age in these 
h 
I connnuni ties are immature in their selections and tastes~ and particularly 1! 
I 
1
' in view of the fact that those youth going on into senior high school 
li 
1
1 attend the high schools at Westerly, Rhode Island and South Kingsto-.,m, 
I . 
11 Rhode Island, there is need for a comparable study of the leisure time 
1 tastes and attitudes of students in those schools. 
A follow-up stuqy of the activities of the youth covered by this 
Jl study is needed, particularly for those who, by necessity or design, re-
ll main in the community. Further, if the community chooses to alter or 
I' 
1
1
improve on the present facilities for .leisure time, a follow-up study 
I . 
II of these yo'Wlg people is needed, as the facilities improve or change. 
II 
I J 
'I 
'I 
11 
---1-
I' 
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APPENDIX 
I 
;I 
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Mr·--~~~~--~ Superintendent of Schools 
Town of 
------::~ 
--------------' Rhode Island 
Dear Sir: 
Hope Valley Elementar,r School 
Hope Valley, Rhode Island 
April , 1949 
- . 
I am attempting to learn what our young people are doing in their 
spare t:iJne. To do that I have prepared a short inquiry form to be filledi 
in by our young people of junior high school age. I believe that by 
learning of their leisure time activities we can better plan their educaJ ; 
tional activities. J 
The best way to learn of the activities of our young people is to 
ask them, a large number of them. With that in mind, I am writing to 
each of the superintendents in Richmond and Hopkinton, asking them to 
,, consider the possibility of letting their young people from grades seven 
to nine fill in these inquiry forms. 
If you feel that such work would be of value, I shall prepare and /1 
send to you the necessary number of inquiry forms, ready for the child- j 
, ren, along with a return envelope for you to send them back. I shall /1 
tabulate and analyze the information. The finished product will be 
placed on file at the Boston University School of Education library. 
Very sincerely yours, 
LAWRENCE A. McGUIRE 
il 
II 
I 
--- __ .J 
-=== -==--:-=:.===--===--~-:=------:----=.:::=., -=~ -=-~~ - ---l 
IJ 
2. 
' 
Date 1949 
------I 
,I Your Name? Grade 
II How o~d will you be at your next birthday-?--------------~ 
'i 
II Date of your next biDthday? ____ ~~~~----------~~~-----
li (Month) (Day) 
I 
If Directions: Please read this carefully and tell us the kinda )l 
of things that interest you. If you will do so 
we may be able to help you have more enjoyment 
in your leisure time in the future. 
I 
.I 
/1 I. What do you like to do when you are ~ to do what you 
11 want to do? (Name the two things you like beat to do.) 
!I 
jl 
II 
A·------------------------------------------
B. 
------------------------------------------
II. How do you like to spend your free time when you are 
alone. 
A. Do you read? 
-----
If so, what kinds of 
books? 
---------------------------------------
B. Do you listen to the radio? _____ _ If so, 
give us a good guess aa to how long you listen 
each day. ___________________________________ ___ 
c. If you listen to the radio name two of your fav-
orite programs. ________________________________ __ 
D. Do you attend the movies? If so, what 
kinds of movies do you like best? 
----------------
E. Do you have one or more hobbies? 
------------
If so, name it or them. 
--------------------------
F. Name some of the ways you enjoy spending your 
- =-H----=--=--=---=----=-- -=- ~.-:::=.=..... 
I 
-=-~--
free time when you are alone. ______________________ _ 
G. Name some of the things you would ~ to do in 
your spare time but cannot do now. 
-----------------
H. Tell why you cannot do the things you would like 
to do. 
------------------------------------------------
III. How do you like to spend your free time when you are 
with one or more other persons? 
A. Do you like to play games? If so, what sort of 
games do you play in summer? ______________________ __ 
What sort - of games do you play in winter? ________ __ 
B. In what other ways do you like to spend your free 
time when you are with other people? ______________ _ 
,, IV. What could the grown-ups do to make your free time more 
:I 
I ~ 
enjoyable? ______________________________________________ __ 
. 
v. What subject in school do you like most? ________________ __ 
Tell what you like about it. ____________________________ __ 
I 
l - -T --
,;?==o-==!1==---- ---- ===-= ==========--==-~ -L 
What subject in school do you dislike most? 4• jl 
------
Tell what you dislike about it. li 
r 
!I VI. 
il 
II 
I 
I 
,, 
J, 
VII. What subject in school do you find most diff icult? 
--------------· Tell why it seems difficult for you. 
~=;- =--~-= 
,, 
' ! 
i 
II 
II 
It 
'I I 
II 
II 
II 
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I 
II 
Name ____________________________________ _ 
5. 
Grade _____ _ 
1
1 Below are the activities that one or more of your 
II classmates reported that they like to do. Place the number 
1 1 in the parentheses before each activity that you like very 
I 
L 
'I ~ to do. Place the number ~ in the parentheses before any 
11 activity that you take part in only now and then. Place the 1 
number 3 in the parentheses before any activity in which you 
li never take part. 
1 ( ) :Baseball 
II ( ) Basketball 
II ( ) Softball 
1 ( ) Football 
11 ( ) Ping Pong 
( ) Play Jacks 
( ) Boxing 
( ) Watch Ball Games 
1 
( ) Hiking 
( ) Hide and Seek 
11 ( ) All Sports 
.I 
II ( ) Rollerskating 
( ) Playing with dog 
( ) Ice Skating 
( ) Bicycling 
11 
( ) Swimming 
( ) Play tag 
I 
( ) Jumping rope 
j
1 
{ ) Helping parents 
1
1 ( ) Rowing 
,I ( ) Singing 
( ) Playing cards 
,, ( ) Camping 
!\ ( ) Dancing 
Ill ( ) Acting 
lj ( ) Farming 
[
1 
~(,- :. ) . School work 
11 ( ) 'Working 
; ( ) Going to movies 
11 ( ) Caring for children 
{ ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
{ ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
{ ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) { ) 
{ ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) 
{ ) ( ) 
Sewing 
Drawing 
Hunting 
Reading 
Painting 
Horseback riding 
Knitting 
4-H 
Going to fair 
Embroidery 
Listening to ball 
Driving 
Visiting Parks 
Fishing 
Building things 
Piano playing 
Organ playing 
Guitar pla·ying 
Accordion playing 
games 
Jig saw puzzles 
Looking for arrowheads 
Scrapbook 
Playing clarinet 
Making model planes 
Designing 
Woodworking 
Listening to the radio 
Working in garden 
Landscaping 
Model railroad 
Raising chickens 
Camera work 
Writing stories 
-- --~= 
I 
___ j-===== -~1 
6. 
, Below are some of the kinds of books that one or more 
II
, of your fellow students have listed as their favorites. 
Place the number 1 in the parentheses before the type of 
1
1 
books you like most to read. Place the number 2 in the 
I parentheses before the types of books which you read only 
I now and then. Place the number 3 in the parentheses before 
1 
each type of book that you never read unless you have to, cr 
1 don't care for at all. 
II ( ) Sport books 
( ) Baseball stories 
jl ( ) Western stories 
!I ( ) Fiction 
I' ;( ) Short stories 
I (
(( l Story books Family stories 
Comic books 
I 
( ) .Adventure stories 
I
, (( )) Zane Grey novels 
Mystery stories 
'I ( ) Novels 
II ( ) 
I < > 
I < > 
Dog stories 
Horse stories 
Animal stories 
1
1 
( ) Romance stories 
// ( ) Exei ting stories 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
! l ( ) 
Treasure stories 
Biography 
Bible 
War stories 
Airplane stories 
Forestry books 
Books about chickens 
Technical books 
Newspapers 
Magazines 
( ) Girls ' books 
( ) Fairy Stories 
( ) Movie stories 
( ) True stories 
( ) Funny stories 
( ) Bedtime stories 
I --------------------------------------------------------------
! Place a check mark in the parentheses before the 
' amount of time, on the average, that you spend listening to 
I the radio each day. Give the best guess you can; we know 
II it won't be exact. 
I
. ( ) Fifteen minutes 
( ) One half hour 
11 ( ) One hour 
1: ( ) Ohe hour and a half' 
I ( ) Two hours 
~~ ( ) Two and one half hours 
II 
( ) ( ) 
( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
Three hours 
Three and one 
Four hours 
1<,1 ve hours 
Six hours 
Seven hours 
half hours 
I 
I 
II 
-=--=--- j_ 
7 e I 
I Below are the various types of radio programs that 
your fellow students reported that they liked. Place the 
I number 1 in the parentheses before each program that you 
like to-listen to very much. Place the number 2 in the 
1 parentheses before each program that you like pretty well 
but listen to only now and then. Place the number 3 in the 
parentheses before any program which you really dis~ike or 
never listen to of your own accord. I 
( ) Arthur Godfrey ( ) Life With Luigi ( ) Ozzie and Ha~~iet 
( ) Grand Ole Oprey ( ) Georgia Jamboree ( ) CBS Is There. 
1
1 
I 
( ) Hayloft Jamboree ( ) G. E. House Party ( ) Basketball Games 
( ) Hit Parade ( ) Baselball games { ) This Ie You~ ~BI I ( ) Vaughn Monroe ( ) u.s. Marine Band ( ) Borden's Cour1ty I ( ) Nick Carter ( ) Philharmonic Fair I I 
I ( ) Boston Blackie Orchestra ( ) Sam Spade I 
I 
( ) Inner Sanctum ( ) House of Mystery ( ) Mystery Thea re 
( ) Mr. Hearthstone ( ) Gangbusters ( ) Escape I 
( ) Wheeling Jamboree ( ) Phillip Marlowe ( ) Mr. Camel ian I 
I 
( ) Original Amateur . ( ) Mr. Keene ( ) Big Town 
Hour ( ) Horace Heidt ( ) Club 15 
I ( ) Stop The Music ( ) Spike Jones ( ) Dance Music ' I 
I ( ) Songs of Yesterday( ) Corn Crib Jamboree( ) Duff!' s Tave!ip 
I ( ) Phil Harris ( ) Gildersleeve ( ) Arch~e Andrews 
I { ) My Friend Irma ( ) Abbot and Costello( ) It Pays to B~' { ) Robert Q. Lewis { ) Meet The Meeks Ignorant li 
{ ) Henry Aldrich { ) Truth or ( ) Jack Benny 
I ~ I ( ) Groucho Marx Consequences ( ) Tom Mix 
I ( ) People Are ·Funny ( ) Bob Hope ( ) Lone Ranger 
I ( ) Henry Morgan Show ( ) The Phantom ( ) Roy Rogers / 
I ( ) Sky King ( ) Ethel and Albert ( ) Straight Arrow I ( ) Junior Miss ( ) When A Girl ( ) Life of Riley 
I ( ) Doctor Christian Marries ( ) Mr. and Mrs. 1/North 
II ( ) Portia Faces Life ( ) Jack Armstrong ( ) Rosemary 
I ( ) Superrnan ( ) Gene Autry ( ) Second ~ws . BDitton 
I 
( ) Word of Life ( ) Hilltop House ( ) My Favorite Husband 
( ) Kiddies Revue ( ) Captain Midnight ( ) Carl C. Stri t lch 
I 
( ) Lux Radio Theatre ( ) Sing It Again ( ) Curtain Time ! 
( ) Hit The Jackpot ( ) 'Ford Theatre ( ) Quick As A Flash 
( ) Stop The Clock ( ) Texaco .Theatre ( ) Blondie I 
( ) Edwin R. Murrow ( ) Listen To Lacy ( ) Hint Hunt II 
( ) Opera ( ) Gillette Cavalcade( ) Perry Como 
( ) Our Miss Brooks of Sports ( ) Guy Lombardo ! 
( ) Ted Husing ( ) Beuhla ( ) Bing Crosby 
( ) Challenge of The ( ) Hunting and ( ) Contented Hour 
Yukon Fishing Club ( ) News Flashes 
( ) Jack Carson ( ) Boxing Bouts ( ) Eddie Cantor
1 ( ) Sound Your Buzzer ( ) Jimmy Durante ( ) Al Jolson 
( ) John Gambling 
8. 
Below are the types of movies that one or more of 
your fellow students reported that they liked very much. 
Place the number 1 in the··parentheses before each type of 
movie you like to-see very much. Place the number 2 in the 
parentheses before the types of movies you like ·pretty well 
but only go to see now and then. Place the number 3 in the 
parentheses before the types of movies you really dislike or 
never see of your own accord. 
I < ) Western movies 
Adventure movies 
Murder pictures 
Action pictures 
Cartoons 
·Railroad movies 
( ) ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( . ) 
( ) 
Baseball movies 
Sport movies 
Drama movies 
Historical movies 
War movies 
( ) ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Teen age movi,es 
Mystery pictures 
Comedies 1 
Animal movies!: 
I ( ) 
ill 
! ( ) 
I! 
Love pictures 
Jungle pictures 
Musical movieis 
I Place the number 1 in the parentheses before the 
subject or subjects in school that you like very much. Place 
the number 2 in the parentheses before the subject or 
subjects you think are jast OK. Place the number 3 in the 
parentheses before any subject that you don't like7 Do not 
mark any subject that you do not tak~ at the present time. 
( ) Mathematics ( 
( ) Arithmetic ( 
( ) Algebea ( 
1 ( ) Business Training ( 
· ( ) Science ( 
·I ( ) Spelling ( 
I 
(( ) History ( ) Geography ( 
1 ( ) Human 'Rela tiona ( 
' ( ) Mechanical Drawing( 
) Shop ( ) 
) Physical Education( ) 
) Health ( ) 
) Home Making ( ) 
) Penmanship ( ) 
) Drawing ( ) 
) Art ( ) 
) Home Economics ( ) 
) Social Studies 
) Language 
Latin 
French 
German 
English 
Music 
Civics 
Reading 
Current 
Events 
I 
I 
=-=--lF== 
Below are the activities that your fellow students 
have listed as their hobbies. Place the number 1 in the 
parentheses before each activity that you consider as a 
hobby of yours. Place the number £ in the parentheses 
before each of the activities that you do yourself now and 
then. Place the number 3 in the parentheses before each 
activity that you never <Io. 
( ) Saving Sport pictures ( ) Playing piano 
( ) Saving Movie ·star pictures ( ) Chemistry 
( ) Collecting pins ( ) Reading 
( ) Collecting Soda Bottle Caps ( ) Farming 
( ) Collecting coins ( ) Designing 
( ) Collecting stamps { ) Sewing 
( ) Collecting Bird Books ( ) Kn:ttting 
( ) Collecting Iron Horses ( ) Embroidery 
( ) Collecting Baseball pictures( ) Drawing 
{ ) Collecting Music ( ) Making things of beads 
{ ) Collecting Sea Shells ( ) Listening to the radio 
( ) Collecting dog statues ( ) Making huts 
( ) Collecting stuffed dogs ( ) Making model airplanes 
9. I 
( ) Collecting pressed flowers ( ) Making miniature things 
( ) ( ) Collecting buttons Making pins of shells 
( ) Collecting horse pictures ( ) Making doll clothes 
( ) Collecting boxing pictures ( ) Raising chickens 
{ ) Scrapbook ( ) Raising rabbits 
( ) Collecting matchbook covers ( ) Raising cows 
( ) Collecting toy dogs ( ) Writing to penpals 
( ) Collecting foreign money ( ) Cooking 
( ) Collecting birds ( ) Horseback riding 
( ) Collecting pencils ( ) Making boats 
( ) Collecting patches ( ) Baby sitting 
( ) Collecting rocks ( ) Gardening 
( ) Collecting Western books ( ) Model railroad 
( ) Collecting perfume bottles ( ) Woodwork 
( ) Collecting napkins ( ) Trapping 
( ) Collecting banners ( ) Aquarium 
( ) Collecting popsicle bags ( ) Hiking 
( ) Collecting keys and chains ( ) Camping 
( ) Collecting Indian Pictures ( ) Bicycle riding 
( ) Collecting postcards ( ) 'Rollerskating 
( ) Planting a garden ( ) Racing 
{ ) Hunting { ) Jumping rope 
{ ) Fishing ( ) Softball 
{ ) Swimming ( ) Playing ball 
( ) Looking for arrowheads ( ) Football 
( ) 4-H Project ( ) Bowling 
( ) Attending Baseball games ( ) Skiing 
( ) Attending movies ( ) Dancing 
----- .:::==.. -=----= 
I 
I 
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Below are some of' the ways your f'ellow students - lik:o~ ii 
to spend their free time when they are alone. Place the / 
number 1 in the parentheses before each activity that you 
like very much to do in your tree time. Place the number 2 
in the parentheses before each activity that you like to do 
only now and then. Place the number ~ in the parentheses 
before each activity that you don't care anything about and 
seldom or never do. 
( ) Listen to the radio ( ) Playing piano 
( ) Listen to records ( ) Playing trumpet 
( ) Reading Funny books ( ) Playing organ 
( ) Reading Hunting and ( ) Playing guitar 
Fishing books (.:) Slnging 
( ) Work around the house { ) Dancing 
( ) Work with power tools { ) Twirling baton 
( ) Work with motors { ) Go to movies 
( ) Tend cows ( ) Talk on telephone 
( ) Chop wood ( ) Make things of wood 
( ) Plant trees ( ) Make rugs 
( ) Plant flowers ( ) Drawing 
( ) Do homework ( ) Work on puzzles 
( ) Work in garden ( ) Work on hobby 
( ) Embroidery ( ) Stamp collecting 
( ) Sewing ( ) Build model airplanes 
( ) Knitting { ) Build cabins in the woods 
( ) Cooking ( ) Cutting out movie stars 
( ) Play sports ( ) Fingerpainting 
( ) Basketball ( ) Designing 
( ) Play jacks ( ) Work with chemistry set 
( ) Basketball ( ) Work with erector set 
( ) Rollerskating ( ) Work on scrapbook 
( ) Ice skating ( ) Put pictures in album 
( ) Hiking ( ) Look at family album 
( ) Camping ( ) Painting 
( ) Swimming ( ) Hunting 
( ) Skiing ( ) Fishing 
( ) Bowling ( ) Look for arrowheads 
( ) Horseback riding ( ) Baby sitting 
{ ) Playing with dog ( ) Daydreaming 
( ) Jwnp rope ( ) Eating ( ' ) Play cards ( ) Sleeping 
( ) Bicycle riding ( ) Boating 
( ) Writing letters ( ) Cutting the lawn 
1 
II 
II Ji 
11. r 
II 
f as 
Below are the thing s your fellow students have listed 
t he things that they would like to do in t heir spare time 
I but cannot do now. Place the number 1 in the parentheses 
I before each activity you WOUld like very much to do if you 
I could. Place the number 2 in the parentheses before each . activity you might like to engage in but don't care partie-
. ularly about. Place the number 3 before each activity you 
wouldn't want to do even if you could. On the blank lines 
at the bottom of column two you may add any others that you 
like. 
( ) Play hockey ( ) Write interesting letters 
,, ( ) Play football ( ) Paint 
II ~ ) ( ) Play interesting sports Draw ) Play baseball ( ) Sing songs 
I ( ) Play basketball ( ) Play piano 
I ( ) Play with other fellows ( ) Cook ( ) Play with other girls ( ) Make cakes 
( ) Play jacks ( ) Design and make clothes 
( ) Play chinese checkers ( ) Pick blueberri es alone . 
I ( ) Go skiing ( ) Learn to box I 
,, ( ) Go sliding ( ) Learn to sew 
( ) Go ro11erskating ( ) Learn to knit 
I ( ) Ice Skating ( ) Read ( ) Go swimming alone ( ) Read comic books 
( ) Go camping ., ( ) Play whist 
( ) Go c ano ei ng-"~ ( ) Take care of children 
( ) Go hiking ( ) Take things apart 
( ) Play tennis · ( ) Do metal work 
( ) Play croquet ( ) Go Horseback riding 
( ) Go bowling t ) Ride in airplane 
( ) Go motorcycling ( ) Work on farm 
~ ) Go on picnics ( ) Build model trains ) Go sailing ( ) Build things ( ) Go camping ( ) Raise chickens 
( ) Go out rowing alone ( ) Work at a fountain 
( ) Go to movies ( ) Work on cars and trucks 
( ) Iisten to the radio ( ) Visit my relatives 
( ) Lobk at television ( ) Go hunting 
( ) Go fishing ( ) Go on trips 
( ) Visit other people's ( ) Jwnp rope 
houses ( ) Live in New York 
( ) Visit other states ( ) Drive car alone 
( ) Go to Hollywood ( ) Go to carnival 
( ) Go to ball games in ( ) Visit Youth Centers 
Boston ( ) Have a bicycle to ride 
( Go dancing out of school ( )Talk on telephone 
( ) 
=-----=--- -=:.____--====-- ---===---~· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1: 
,r 
II 
II 
I 
!I 
II 
I' 
12. II 
Here are the games your fellow students listed as the 
games they play in summer. Place the number 1 in the paren-
!i theses before each game you play a great deal. Place the 
II number 2 in the parentheses before each game which you play I only now and then. Place the number 3 in the parentheses 
II before each game you never play or wouldi'l' t play. 
II < > 
II ~ ~ 
II ~ ~ 
Outdoor games 
Baseball 
Softball 
Bowling 
Catch 
Volleyball 
Basketball 
Soccer 
Badminton 
Golf 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Cool games 
Quiet games 
Jacks 
Hopscotch 
Croquet 
Horseshoes 
Marbles 
II 
11 1l 
II ! l 
I ~ ~ 
( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Swimming games 
Football 
Tennis 
Tag 
Hide and Seek 
Redlight 
Draw a Magic Circle 
Giant Steps 
( ) 
Inside games 
Checkers 
Tiddely winks 
Monopoly 
Cards 
Bingo 
Pareheesi 
Easy Money 
Playing Cowboys 
Red Rover 
I 
I' 
I 
Here are the games your fellow students listed as the 1: 
II games they play in winter. Place the number ·1 in the paren-theses before each game you play a great deal-in winter. 
I Place the number 2 in the parentheses before each game which i you play only now-and then in winter. Place the number 3 . 
11 in the parentheses before each game you never play or would-
1 
1l n't play. 
!I < > II II ( ) 
!I 1 l 
I, ( ) ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
I, ( ) 
Hockey 
·!Football 
Snap the Whip on Skates 
Snowball fights 
Skiing 
Sliding 
~ox and Geese 
Tag on Skates ·· 
Soccer 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) { ) { ) 
~ ~ ( ) 
Indoor games 
Basketball 
Checkers 
Monopoly 
Cards 
Ping Pong 
Throwing darts 
Bingo 
Bowling 
Pool 
13. 
Here are some of the ways your fellow students reported 
' that they liked to spend their free time when they were with · 
!I I 
I, 
I 
other people. Place the number 1 in the parentheses before 
each way you like very much to spend your free time with 
other people. Place the number 2 in the parentheses before 
each way that you spend your free time with other people only 
now and then. Place the number 3 in the parentheses before 
each activity in which you never-take part. 
II ( ) 
I' < > 
,, ~ ~ 
,, ( ) 
II ( ) 
II ( ) 
II ~ ~ 
I ( ) 
Play games 
Play cards 
Play jacks 
Play ball 
Play basketball 
Play football 
Play tennis 
Play golf 
Chasing games 
Play piano 
( ) ( ) 
( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
~ ) 
( ~ ( ) 
Go hunting 
Go fishing 
Go hiking 
Have picnics 
Go camping 
Go wwimmi ng 
Go bike riding 
Go to parties 
Go to movies 
( ) 
II ( ) 
II ~ ~ 
Play records 
Play in orchestra 
Play with other people 
Singing 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Go to Crescent Park 
Go riding in a car 
Go to Grange 
Go to stock car races 
Go to airport 
I < ) ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
II ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
rl ( ) 
( ) 
II 1 l 
'I I, 
Listen to radio 
Jump rope 
Skating 
Talk about the future 
Learn what others like 
Look at comic books 
Talk about other people 
Talk over a coke 
Tell stories 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) Draw pictures 
Do what others 
Ride horseback 
Ride a pony 
Acting 
want to do( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) 
Help other people 
their hobby 
Talk about current 
Dancing 
with ( ) 
( ) 
events ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
Go skiing 
Go bowl-ding 
Go boating 
Visit other places 
Visit a zoo or park 
Play house 
Play school . 
Show things to other people 
Watch others play games 
Work 
Run races 
Climb trees 
Fingerpainting 
Boxing 
Cooking 
Four- H 
Fool around 
Have fun 
Go to parties at other 
houses 
, .. 
14. 
You were asked to tell the ways you thought that the 
grown-ups could make your free time more enjoyable. Place 
a check mark ( ) in the parentheses before each thing you 
especially wish might be done in order that your free time II! 
might be more enjoyable. 
In the blank spaces at the bottom of the second column I 
add any items that are not here. 1, 
( ) Take me hunting ( ) 
( ) Take me fishing ( } 
( ) Go hiking with me ( ) 
( ) Take us swimming ( ) 
( ) Take us to ball games ( ) 
( ) Take me to movies ( ) 
( )) Take me to beach ( ) ( Take me riding ( ) 
( ) Take me places ( ) 
Play cards with me 
Play games with me 
Play ball with me 
Play croquet with me 
Show me how to do things 
Help me to read better 
Give me more books to read 
Help me with my schoolwork 
Give me more free time 
Have more clubs in school 
I· II 
( ) 
( ) Let me go where I want ( ) 
( ) Let me listen to the radio ) 
Give us more food 1! Help me plan my time 
( ) Let me drive the car ( ) 
( ) Let me play with my ( ) 
friends ( ) 
( ) Let me build things ( ) 
( ) Let me cook ( ) 
Have more school activities II 
Give us more space to play 1 
Don't make us work so hard I 
Build a swimming pool 
Stop pestering me every 
minute ( ) Let me have what I want 
( ) Let me stay out later at 
night 
) Don't lat parents talk so 
much · 
I ( ) Let me go fishing alone ( ) Let me take part in 
!1 grown up conversa tiona 
1 ( ) Teach me games I don't 
j know 
If ( ) Go camping with me 
I! < > 
Jl ~ ~ 
I' ( ) 
,, :(( )) 
/I 
,, ·( ) 
Buy me a boat 
Buy me a phonograph 
Buy me a bicycle 
Buy me a wagon 
Buy me a radio 
Buy~~e a basketball 
Give me more money to 
spend 
( ) Try to understand our 
problems ---
( ) Have family get-togethers 
( ) Have parties 
( ) Want me to be with them 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Read to me 
Talk with me 
F1nd materials for woodwork 
Buy me some new things 
Parents have enough to do 
My parents make sure that 
I do everything I want to 
( ) Build a ball diamond ( ) 
( ) Build a Basketball court 
( ) Build a youth center ( ) 
( ) Build a Gymnasium 
